
One of the most professional 
B2B fastener tradeshows in Asia.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Show Date and Time

September 1-3, 2021 (3 days) 9 am – 5 pm  
Move-in: August 29 -31, 2021: 8 am - 7pm
Move-out: September 3, 2021: 5 pm - 10 pm (Hand carry exhibits only)
September 4, 2021: 8 am - 5 pm (All exhibits and stand fitting materials)
※ All exhibitor may enter show ground 8 am to prepare on September 1-3.
※ Open to trade and by invitation only

Venue

Kaohsiung Exhibition Center (www.kecc.com.tw)
Address: No.39, Chenggong 2nd Road, Qianzhen Dist., Kaohsiung 806, Taiwan

Exhibit Profile

●  Nuts, Bolts and Screws
●  Fastener Manufacturing Equipment
●  Fastener Tools 
●  Meters & Instruments
●  Wire & Raw Materials
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Booth Rental (VAT included)

1. Raw Space: 
Space only, exhibitor needs to contact official contractor “Interplan International Corp.”

2. Shell Scheme: 
Equipped with the basic facility module, which includes info. desk*1, meeting table*1, 
chairs*3, socket(100V/500W)*1,  spotlight (100W)*4, company name fascia board*1, 
standard partition (250CM/H), trash can*1, needle punch carpet. Booth schematic as 
followed:

Interplan International Corp.

Contact Person: Matt Lee

Tel: 886-2-2758-5450 Ext. 611

Email: matt.lee@interplan.com.tw
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Type

US$ 3,500

US$ 4,000

US$ 2,000

Unit price (9 sqm)

Raw Space

Shell Scheme

Virtual Booth



3. Each booth, regardless of raw space or shell scheme, will be provided with 110V/500W 
electricity free of charge during the show dates. Additional power supply and drainage will 
be at exhibitor’s expense.

4. The fascia board of each individual booth should list only the company name in the 
application form. Brand name and the abbreviation of the company name are not allowed. 
(company name is requested, brand name is optional)

5. Online Exhibition: For overseas exhibitors only, contains
(1) Virtual Booth + LOGO
(2) Company Information
(3) 10 Catalogs (jpg./ Video/ 3D/ 360 degree)
(4) Online Meeting (Schedule a Meeting, One-on-one Messaging) 
(5) Visitors Insights Report 
Virtual Booth schematic as followed
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Online Registration

Payment Schedule

Online registration starts from January 11 to March 31, 2021

Steps:

1.     Join in TAITRA membership (click here)

2. Enter ” Fastener Taiwan” and click “Space Application”, fill in the application and confirm.
3. After registration completed, exhibitor may receive a confirmation letter with enrollment number.
※Due to limited exhibition space, if booths are fully booked before the submission of application, 
the application will be placed on the waiting list.

After the application is confirmed, the organizer issue a down payment invoice (US$1,000/booth) 
to the exhibitor. The down payment or booth balance already paid is not refundable or 
transferred to other shows or companies, or credited to later Fastener Taiwan events.
Down payment must be made before space allocation. A remaining balance (if any) invoice will 
be issued after space allocation. Exhibitors submitting applications after the space allocation 
meeting will be given an invoice for full payment.
All payment should be made by telegraphic transfer (T/T). Please inform the organizer after the 
payment is made. It will take 3-5 days for confirming the bill. 
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1.

2.

3.

https://member.taitra.org.tw/sso/login?locale=en&service=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.taiwantradeshows.com.tw%2Fsso%2Fservice%2Fen_US%2Flogin
https://member.taitra.org.tw/reg/#/en/signup1
https://member.taitra.org.tw/reg/#/en/signup1


Position

Show manager

Publicity Manager

Contact Person Tel.

Ms. Jessica Cheng

Ms. Brook Lai
886-2-27255200

Ext. Email

fastener@taitra.org.tw
2984

2990

Contact Information
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Telegraphic transfer (T/T) should be made to:
Taiwan External Trade Development Council
Account Number: 5056-665-100018
TAIWAN COOPERATIVE BANK WORLD TRADE
CENTER BRANCH
Beneficiary Name: “TAITRA”
SWIFT code: TACBTWTP505

All extra banking handling charges, if any, are to be borne by the exhibitors.
All exhibitors who registered as the overseas exhibitors should pay their booth rental by 
US dollar. If Taiwanese agent is the payer, please refer to the amount calculated after the 
exchange rate.

4.
5.

Space allocation priority based on:
 (1) Number of booth(s) rented
 (2) Date/ time of online registration submitted
 (3) Online enrollment number 

The organizer reserves the right to accept or reject any application and to confirm the 
final number and location of booth(s) for each exhibitor. If booths are fully booked before 
the submission of application, the application will be placed on the waiting list.
The booth allocation will be conducted through email by allocation priority based upon 
the conditions above.
The booth location cannot be designated and it will be changed according to the show 
scale and overall arrangement. Any individual exhibitor is unable to assign or request to 
stay at the same booth location.
No retail on site.
The organizer does not act as a sponsor for exhibitor entry visa applications.

Participation Information

2. 

1. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 

 

Example - Subject to actual application



General Regulations for Taiwan Trade Shows Organized by 
Taiwan External Trade Development Council

These general regulations (“the Regulations”) are made by Taiwan External Trade Development Council (hereinafter referred to as the “Organizer”).
The Regulations shall cover the registration forms, exhibition manuals, and materials made for an exhibition (hereinafter referred to as the “Exhibition 
Materials”). The Regulations are applicable to exhibitors, joint exhibitors, and their branch companies (hereinafter referred to as the “Exhibitors”) of the 
exhibition.
After an Exhibitor completes the registration procedure, the Exhibitor is deemed to have fully read and understood the Exhibition Materials and the Regulations 
and agree to comply with the Regulations unconditionally. Furthermore, the Exhibitors authorize the Organizer to include the information provided by the 
Exhibitors in the printed and/or digital Official Directory.
Compliance with or violations of the Regulations regarding the Exhibitors’ behaviors during the exhibition period shall be determined, interpreted, and 
implemented by the Organizer. The Exhibitors shall have no objection.
The organizer prohibits the participation of competitive exhibitions or related exhibition organizers, including subsidiaries or agents of associated enterprises. 
Exhibitors who register under falsified documents or impersonate others will be ordered to stop displaying and fees confiscated once found. The exhibitor 
agrees unconditionally to the organizer setting, explaining and executing of the regulation, regardless of whether or not the exhibitor has violated the 
regulation.
The Organizer has the right to plan the exhibition area and the number of booths based on the types of the products exhibited, the actual registration results, 
and booth demand. The Organizer also has the right to determine whether to accept Exhibitors’ registrations, adjust the exhibition area and the number of 
booths based on the nature of the products exhibited and the Exhibitors’ past records in the Taiwan Trade Shows, or the domestic or foreign promotional 
activities organized by the Organizer.
All raw spaces without carpets and partitions. Exhibitors must set up basic decorations, including carpets, partitions, and company name boards. Exhibitors 
may not display without basic decorations.
The Organizer shall send the exhibition materials and the regulations to the exhibitors approximately 90 days before the exhibition and publish them on the 
exhibition website (www.fastenertaiwan.com.tw ) for the exhibitors to access and print the materials. The exhibitors will have no grounds to claim ignorance of 
and/or violate the Exhibition Materials due to not having received the Exhibition Materials or having no access to the Regulations.
The Exhibitors shall not take exhibition items into the exhibition hall or remove exhibition items from the exhibition hall during the exhibition period, from 9 am 
to 5 pm daily, (or until 5 pm on the final day of the exhibition), except for small and light items that can be carried by a person. Additional exhibition items may 
be brought in from 8 am to 9 am during the exhibition period.
Before entering and decorating the booth, the exhibitors shall fill out and submit the Decoration Affidavit and other related application documents, as well as 
apply for water and electricity within the prescribed period. If the exhibitors’ decorations or interests are affected as a result of a failure to complete these tasks, 
the exhibitors shall bear sole responsibility.
If exhibitors do not permit exhibition items for photography or video recording by visitors, the exhibitors shall display “No Photography” or “No Video Recording” 
signs in both Chinese and English. However, the exhibitors shall allow journalists and contracted photographers with the PRESS badge issued by the 
organizer to take photos or videos for promotional purposes.
The exhibitors shall pick up badges at the area designated by the organizer when moving in exhibition items, and badges shall be worn (one badge per 
exhibitor) during the exhibition period.
Unless otherwise specified within the Regulations, entry of visitors under the age of 12 is not allowed for safety and quality concerns.
Personnel designated by the organizer shall be responsible for entrance/exit control during the exhibition period (including the move-in and move-out). 
However, the exhibitors should take care of their exhibition items, decorations, and facilities, and purchase any necessary insurance and hire security guards 
for valuable exhibition items. If any items are lost or damaged, the organizer shall not be held responsible.
The exhibitors must obtain all relevant insurances, such as fire insurance, theft insurance, flood insurance, and public liability insurance (including additional 
insurance for natural disasters, such as typhoons, earthquakes, floods, heavy rains, or other natural disasters) from the periods when the exhibition items and 
decorations are transported to the exhibition hall, to the removal of the said items from the exhibition hall. The organizer shall not be responsible for any losses 
or damage to the said items during the aforementioned period.
The organizer may cancel the exhibitors’ exhibition qualifications and eligibility or stop supplying water and electricity if the exhibitors are found to be in any 
one of the following situations by the organizer, and make no improvement after a request for improvement has been made by the organizer. The exhibitors 
shall be banned from participating in exhibitions organized by the organizer for at least two years, and all previous exhibition records of the exhibitors and their 
seniority shall be removed. If the organizer is sued or deemed responsible for any loss or damages, the exhibitors shall indemnify the organizer for the 
expenses (including but not limited to the lawsuit and legal fees). The exhibitors shall have no objection.
(1) Use of false documents, information, or any other person’s name to participate in the exhibition.
(2) Exhibition items shown on the product catalog provided for registration are different from those indicated on the registration forms or from the physical           
     objects.
(3) Failure to make full payment of the exhibition fees 10 days before the start of the exhibition.
(4) Refusal or withdrawal of authorization for the Organizer to use the information provided by the Exhibitors to publish the Official Directory.
(5) Bringing flammable materials, explosives, or other hazardous or banned substances into the exhibition hall.
(6) The leased booth is barely decorated, has few or no exhibition items, or has no Exhibitors or on-site employees during the exhibition period.
(7) Sale, display, or advertisement of exhibition items that infringe upon the copyright of others.
(8) The exhibition items or the means of displaying them are in violation of relevant laws and regulations prescribed in the Civil Code, the Consumer 
      Protection Act, the Fair Trade Act, the Commodity Labeling Act, the Commodity Inspection Act, and the Act Governing Food Safety and Sanitation.
(9) Exhibition items or the means of display them disrupt public order or violate codes of decency.
(10) Exhibition items infringe upon the rights of a third party who provides the Organizer with supporting documents such as a settlement agreement, the 
       written judgment for losing the civil suit, or the written judgment for the conviction of criminal charge (whether the judgment is made or not).
(11) The signs and decorations shown in the Exhibitor’s booth are different from the information of the company in Chinese or English as provided in the 
        registration form.
(12) The booth(s) are subleased, transferred, or used to host exhibitions under the names of companies that are not registered (including the names of 
       sponsors, affiliate companies [parent and subsidiary companies], a branch company of the original registered company in a third region, or subsidiary 
       companies).
(13) Exhibition items are imported from regions restricted by the government of Taiwan, or are manufactured, produced, or sold in such regions, or are 
       contraband pursuant to the laws of Taiwan.
(14) Exhibition items do not match the theme of the exhibition.
(15) Conducting retail sales in the exhibition hall.
(16) Using raw booths for exhibitions.
(17) Failure to apply to the Organizer in advance to set up a stage or sound system, promotional balloons, or set up structures or decorations more than 4 
       meters in height.
(18) Producing noises inside the exhibition hall at 85 decibels or more during the exhibition period.
(19) Affecting neighboring booths or the exhibition due to a lack of pollution disposal equipment prepared by the Exhibitors to promptly and appropriately 
       dealt with smoke, waste gases, dust, stenches, irritant gases, organic chemical solvent contaminants, or other pollutants resulting from demonstrating or 
       operating an exhibition item.
(20) The music, images, or related information played by the Exhibitors in public during the exhibition period infringe upon intellectual property rights.
(21) Displaying, posting, or distributing any promotional items or materials related to the exhibition items in areas other than the booths, including public 
        facilities, aisles, or columns.
(22) Conducting promotional activities or leaving the company or personal items in public areas.
(23) Third parties conduct disturbances or protests in the Exhibitors’ booth(s) or inside/outside of the exhibition hall due to private disputes, thereby affecting   
        the order or image of the exhibition.
(24) Causing any injury, death, or financial loss to the Organizer's personnel or a third party during the exhibition period (including the move-in and move-out) 
        due to improper installation, operation, maintenance, or management of the facilities, objects, and exhibition items at the booth.
(25) Packing or moving out exhibition items from the exhibition hall in advance or similar behaviors.
(26) Causing fires due to the design and construction of the booth and or improper use of electrical devices.
(27) Leaving exhibition items or personal items in the exhibition hall after the move-out.
If the Exhibitors need to set up a stage or sound system, promotional balloons, or set up structures or decorations more than 4 meters in height, the Exhibitors 
shall apply in advance with the Organizer, and the structures or decorations may only be set up with approval from the Organizer. (Please refer to related 
regulations in the Exhibition Manual). Exhibitors who do not have approval from the Organizer shall immediately remove the structures or decorations once 
discovered by the Organizer's personnel, or carry out supplementary application procedures. The Organizer shall not be liable for any compensation.
After the end of the exhibition, the exhibitors shall remove all exhibition items and personal items and clear the booth during the move-out. The Organizer shall 
not be responsible for the custody of the exhibition items. In the event that exhibition items or personal items are found onsite after the move-out, they shall 
be regarded as waste and removed by the cleaning company without notice to the exhibitor. The derived expenses shall be borne by the Exhibitor.
The Organizer retains the right to adjust the exhibition date and venue. In the event of natural disasters, notifiable infectious diseases, or other force majeure 
reasons that cause the change of exhibition date or venue, the Organizer will refund fees paid by the Exhibitors after deducting the incurred costs (including 
but not limited to payments that have been made to contractors and cannot be returned to the Organizer).
The Organizer retains the right to cancel the exhibition. In the event of natural disasters, notifiable infectious diseases or other force majeure reasons that 
cause the exhibition to be canceled, the Organizer will refund fees paid by the Exhibitors after deducting the incurred costs (including but not limited to 
payments that have been made to contractors and cannot be returned to the Organizer).
If any Exhibitors would like to drop out of the exhibition due to reasons not attributable to the Organizer, any payment made, including the paid deposits will 
not be refunded. All payments will not be refunded if Exhibitors decide to drop out of the exhibition after their booths have been allocated.
For matters not stipulated in the Regulations, the Organizer may amend or update the Regulations from time to time.

issued on June 9, 2020
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For local support from TAITRA Overseas Branch Offices for further information and assistance.

https://about.taitra.org.tw/Overseas-Offices


TAITRA CODE
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TAITRA CODE Product Name TAITRA CODE Product Name 

5240 Iron & Steel
524005 Billet & Slab
524010 Steel Bar & Rebar
524015 Wire Rod, Iron & Steel Wire
524020 Steel Sheet & Profile
524025 Steel Pipe & Tube
524030 Wire Rope
524035 Steel Coil & Strip
524040 Steel Rail
524045 Iron Pipe
524050 Ferro Alloy
524055 Wire Mesh
524060 Scrap Metal

5250 Non-ferrous Metals
525010 Aluminum Sheet
525015 Aluminum Bar & Tube
525020 Aluminum Extrusion
525025 Copper Sheet
525030 Copper Bar & Tube
525035 Titanium Sheet
525040 Titanium Bar & Tube
525060 Rare Earth
525099 Other Non-ferrous Metals

5910 Abrasives & Abrasive Tools
591010 Abrasives
591020 Sandpaper
591030 Abrasive Block
591040 Cloth Wheel
591050 Sanding Disc & Pad
591060 Grinding Dresser
591070 Blasting Nozzle
5920 Fasteners

592005 Clamp
592010 Rivet
592015 Washer
592020 Pin
592025 Anchor
592030 Hook
592035 Nail
592040 Stud / Threaded rod
592045 Staple
592050 Shackle
592055 Ferrule
592099 Other Fasteners

593005 Wood Screw
593010 Machine Screw
593015 Thread Cutting Machine Screw
593020 Set Screw
593025 Shoulder Bolt
593030 Sheet Metal Screw
593035 Drywall Screw
593040 Self Drilling Screw
593045 Hex Socket Cap Screw
593050 Carriage Bolt
593055 Flange Bolt
593060 Hex. Bolt
593065 T-bolt
593070 U-bolt
593075 Eye Bolt
593080 Hanger Bolt
593085 Wheel Bolt & Nut
593090 Special Screw & Bolt
593095 Nut
593099 Other Screws & Bolts

594010 Torsion Spring
594020 Extension Spring
594030 Compression Spring
594040 Gas Spring
594099 Other Springs

6010 Hand Tools
601005 Ratchet & Socket
601010 Wrench / Spanner
601015 Plier
601020 Screwdriver
601022 Tap & Die
601025 Hammer
601030 Saw
601035 Scissors
601040 Pipe Bender & Cutter
601045 Manual Riveter
601050 Clamp Tool
601060 Flaring Tool
601070 Manual Staple Gun
601075 Knife
601080 Manual Grease Gun
601085 File & Rasp
601090 Brush
601095 Gear Puller
601099 Other Hand Tools

6102 Machine Tools
610205 Lathe
610210 Milling Machine
610215 Drilling Machine
610220 Grinding Machine
610230 Slotting Machine
610235 Machine Press
610265 Gear Cutting Machine
610275 Tapping Machine
610280 Bending Machine
610285 Honing Machine
610290 Punching Machine

6120 Metal & Metallurgy Machinery
612000 Metal Slitting Machine
612005 Metal Forging Machine
612010 Die Casting Machine
612015 Centrifugal Casting Machine
612020 Sand Preparation Equipment
612025 Core Shooting Machine
612030 Metal Moulding Machine
612035 Metal Extrusion Press
612040 Thread Rolling Machine
612045 Heading Machine
612050 Rolling Mill
612055 Drawing & Straightening Machine
612060 Notching Machine
612065 Chamfering Machine
612070 Metal Cutting Machine
612075 Metal Engraving Machine
612080 Metal Shredder
612085 Metal Polishing Machine
612090 Tool & Cutter Grinder
612095 Fastener Making Machine

5930 Screws, Bolts & Nuts

5940 Springs
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6126 Surface Treatment Machinery
612610 Electroplating Machine
612620 Shot Peening & Sandblasting Equipment
612630 Sputtering Machine
612640 Coating & Painting Machine
612650 Shot Blasting Machine
612660 Curing Machine
612699 Other Surface Treatment Machinery

6150 Packaging Machinery
615002 Vacuum Packing Machine
615004 Baling Press
615014 Gluing Machine
615016 Filling Machine
615018 Sealing Machine
615024 Laminating Machine
615026 Embossing Machine
615032 Screwing Machine
615038 Palletizer
615044 Counting, Sorting & Checking Machine
615046 Automatic Weighing & Packing Machine
6250 Moulds

625010 Injection Mould
625020 Extrusion Die
625030 Blow Mould
625040 Thermoforming Mould
625050 Press Die
625060 Die Casting Die
625070 Forging Mould
625080 Punch
625099 Other Moulds

6255 Castings, Forgings & Stamping Parts
625510 Die Casting
625520 Investment Casting
625530 Sand Casting
625540 Gravity Casting
625550 Powder Metallurgy
625560 Hot Forging
625570 Cold Forging
625580 Stamping Parts

7110 Aviation Parts & Accessories
711020 Aviation Engine Parts
711030 Aviation Fasteners
711050 Aviation Accessories
711099 Other Aviation Parts
7545 Testing Equipment

754505 Universal Testing Machine
754510 Torsion Testing Machine
754525 Puncture & Insulation Tester / Hipot Tester
754530 Vibration Testing Machine
754535 Environmental Test Chamber
754540 Solar Simulator
754545 Automated Optical Inspection (AOI)
754599 Other Testing Equipment
8505 Business & Industrial Services

850525 Quality Inspection & Testing
850530 Research & Development Services

TAITRA CODE Product Name 

For more TAITRA CODE 
https://code.taitra.online/#




